FAMILY LAW SECTION
DIVERSITY CHALLENGE QUESTIONAIRRE
I.

The Diversity Challenge Plan
a. Who are the members of the Section’s Diversity Challenge Team (identify leader)?
Sharon T. Hoskins and Peter Cedeno (co-leaders); Hon. LaTia Martin; Peter
Stambleck, Pamela Sloan
b. What specific parts of the Section’s diversity challenge plan were to be executed
during the Challenge? What parts were for future efforts?
During the Challenge, under the leadership of our Section Chair, Bruce
Wagner, the Section held its Panel Discussion and Networking Social at the
midtown Manhattan offices of the Section’s incoming Chair, Pamela Sloan.
The event was chaired by Section Members Sharon Hoskins and Peter Cedeno
(both of whom sit on the Section’s Executive Committee); the guest speaker
was the Hon. LaTia Martin (Supreme Court, Bronx County). The Section
sent a blast invitation to the members of many metropolitan-area local/ethnic
bar associations, as well as to other sections of the NYSBA. In excess of 60
people attended the event, which included a lively discussion on why the
Section wants members from diverse backgrounds and members who serve a
wide socio/economic range of clients. We also discussed what the Family Law
Section can/should do to make these lawyers want to be a part of our Section.
The event lasted a full three hours, and we received rave reviews.
Going forward, the Section intends to include lawyers from more diverse
backgrounds: (a) on the Section’s Executive Committee and in leadership
positions; (b) on the faculty for its extensive CLE programs; (c) as attendees
at the Annual Summer Meeting through scholarships; and (d) as active
members of the Section through a Mentor program.
c. What were the goals that the Section set to be accomplished?
Recognizing the benefits of a diverse membership, our Section was already
involved in a “diversity outreach” before the NYSBA initiated the Diversity
Challenge. In January 2010, we approved four “Summer Meeting
Scholarships” designed to identify potential Section members from diverse
backgrounds and/or with diverse family law practices, to encourage them to
participate in our 2010 Summer Program and to keep them active in the
Section. We funded four scholarships (one for each Judicial Department). To
win the scholarship, one had to belong to the NYSBA and commit to joining
the Section and remaining active. The recipients were welcomed by all
Section members, and have remained active in the Section. We repeated the
same program for the Summer 2011 meeting with the same results, and are in
the process of soliciting applicants for the 2012 meeting.
Further, the Section has had full participation in every law school event
hosted by the NYSBA in connection with its law school outreach initiative.
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As to the Diversity Challenge, the Section’s immediate goals were to educate
both: (a) the current members on the critical importance to the mission of the
Section of expanding our membership to include lawyers from diverse
backgrounds and lawyers who serve clients from diverse backgrounds; and
(b) to make the Section known to those lawyers. We further wished to
ascertain what the Section needs to do to make itself a group these targeted
lawyers would want to join.

II.

Evaluation
a. Which goals were accomplished?
The Section accomplished all of its immediate goals. We will consider the
information learned at our Networking event and implement the viable ideas.
b. Did you have sufficient resources? Support? Collaboration?
Absolutely; the State Bar was behind us 100%
c. In the execution of the plan, what worked and what didn’t?
We think our short-term plan was a resounding success; we set a manageable,
achievable goal and, with the support of our Section’s Chair, Bruce Wagner,
our Executive Committee, the NYSBA and Hon. La Tia Martin as our
spokesperson, it all worked.
d. If you were to do it again, what would you do differently?
We would have a larger event, and throw a “wider net” to include more
potential members.

e. What was the best part of the Challenge for your Section?
The Executive Committee truly benefited from focusing the Section’s
attention on its need to take a good look in the mirror regarding membership,
recognizing the need for change, engaging with each other in lively
conversation on setting goals and developing ways to effectuate change.
III.

Looking to the Future
a. What will be the future diversity efforts of the Section?
We will focus our efforts on continuing the work we have started. We will do
so in small, manageable steps so as to insure success.
b. How can the Committee on Diversity and Inclusion assist the Section in these
future efforts?
The Committee will help us by sharing the ideas of other Sections’ Diversity
Committees and continuing to assist us in implementing our own ideas.
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